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Abstract: This musical work by Adeliia Faizullina is for Soprano and Chamber 
Orchestra. It is based on the folk tales and narratives of her native Tatarstan, Russia. The 
first movement, Shurali, describes a monster of Tatar Folklore who lives in the woods 
and scares people with the sound of his wooden bones. The second movement, Sak and 
Sok, tells of two brothers, who after a curse turned into the Bird of Night and Bird of Day. 
They hear each other’s voices and wing-trembling just when it is sunrise or sunset time, 
but they cannot see each other. The third movement, Rainbow, describes colors of the 
rainbow using instrumental timbres and harmonies. The final movement, Arba, recalls an 
Asian two-wheel cart to carry live stock and food. We hear sound of the whip, a little folk 














































































*) like the sound of the monster's bones
π» 48, but always very rhythmic
























explosive breath into instrument
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(Tatar folk monster, who lives in the dark Forest
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ha ha hu hu sh sh
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**very slight separation; always downbow (or
upbow) both eighth notes under the bow markings.
*winds, brass: do not tongue the second note;
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Ï Ï Ï Ï Î
JÏ Ï ä î
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*Cue cutoff timed with soprano shriek
â> â> â> â>
Î
tf tf tf tf
â> â> Î Î
tf tf
â> â> Î Î
tf tf
â> â> Î Î
tf tf
â> â> Î Î
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explosive breath, into instruments
explosive breath, into instruments
explosive breath, into instruments
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x x Î Î
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scrape top of piano keys with fingertips (no pitches)
like the sound of the monster's bones
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like a flopping of bird wings
like a flopping of bird wings
like a flopping of bird wings
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 Re Do Si Η  Mi  Fa Η Sol La
like a flopping of bird wings
like a flopping of bird wings
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22 ú> JÏ ä Î
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Ο cresc. poco a poco
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like a flopping of bird wings
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fast key clicks
like a flopping of bird wings
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Mischievous, π » 100
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Re Do Si Η  Mi Fa b Sol  La  
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˙ θœ ≈ ‰ ‰
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˙ Ιœ.( ) ‰ ‰
hai hai
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23 θœ ≈ ‰ Œ −œ
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repeat wildly, ad lib.
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irregular rhythms, ad lib.
repeat wildly, ad lib.
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irregular rhythms, ad lib.
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